This is part II of our paper in which we propose and develop a dynamically bi-orthogonal method (DyBO) to study a class of time-dependent stochastic partial differential equations (SPDEs) whose solutions enjoy a low-dimensional structure. In part I of our paper [9], we derived the DyBO formulation and proposed numerical algorithms based on this formulation. Some important theoretical results regarding consistency and bi-orthogonality preservation were also established in the first part along with a range of numerical examples to illustrate the effectiveness of the DyBO method. In this paper, we focus on the computational complexity analysis and develop an effective adaptivity strategy to add or remove modes dynamically. Our complexity analysis shows that the ratio of computational complexities between the DyBO method and a generalized polynomial chaos method (gPC) is roughly of order O((m/N p )
Introduction
This is the second part of the paper in developing a dynamically bi-orthogonal (DyBO) method for solving time-dependent stochastic partial differential equations (SPDEs). It is well known that solving SPDEs is very challenging due to the introduction of random variables and/or stochastic processes. The computational cost increases exponentially fast as the number of random variables increases, which is also known as the curse of dimensionality. In the past two decades, there has been tremendous progress in numerical simulations of the SPDEs. To our knowledge, these methods can be classified into two major groups, Monte Carlo methods [25, 26, 12, 2] and polynomial chaos methods [31, 5, 11, 32, 33, 20, 14] . Monte Carlo methods are very robust and have the advantage of being independent of the dimensionality of random variables, but they suffer from slow convergence due to their sampling nature. Polynomial chaos methods provide more accurate approximations because of their spectral representation property. However, they suffer from the curse of dimensionality when the number of independent random variables is high.
Many of physical and engineering simulation problems that appear to be high-dimensional have some hidden low-dimensional or sparse structures. In recent years, we have witnessed a surge of interests in exploring sparse structures prevailing in many physical and engineering problems. These methods include compressed sensing in signal reconstruction [6, 10] , hierarchical matrix in discretization of integral operators [13] , adaptive data analysis in signal processing [17, 18] , signal processing for speech and music via l 1 minimization [23, 34] , proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) methods [3, 30] , reduced basis (RB) methods [4, 24, 27] in solving parameterized PDEs, and the dynamically Orthogonal (DO) method in solving SPDEs [28, 29] . Most of these methods emphasize the use of spatial basis, but ignore stochastic basis. Thus they do not preserve the bi-orthogonality of the spatial and the stochastic basis in their expansions.
The dynamically bi-orthogonal method (DyBO) that we proposed and developed in [9] and this paper (see also [8] ) aims at preserving the dynamic bi-orthogonality, thus essentially tracking the Karhunen-Loeve expansions [19, 21] of stochastic solutions. The Karhunen-Loeve expansion provides the optimal spatial and stochastic basis in the sense that it minimizes the total mean squared error and gives the sparsest representation of stochastic solutions. One important advantage of DyBO over other reduced basis methods is that we construct our reduced basis on the fly without the need to compute the reduced basis offline by sampling the stochastic solution. Another advantage of our method is that we do not need to compute the covariance matrix, which could be very computationally expensive especially for high-dimensional problems. By solving an equivalent system that governs the evolution of the spatial and stochastic basis, our method explores the low-dimensional structure intrinsically hidden in a wide range of time-dependent SPDEs.
In part I of our paper [9] , we introduced the derivation of dynamically bi-orthogonal formulation for time-dependent SPDEs, and proved several theoretical properties, such as the dynamically bi-orthogonality preservation and the consistency between the DyBO formulation and the original SPDE. We also gave some details on the numerical implementation of the DyBO methods, including the representation of stochastic basis and how to deal with eigenvalue crossing. One of the purposes of this paper is to study several important issues concerning the numerical performance of the DyBO method. These include the computational complexity analysis and an adaptive strategy for adding or removing spatial and stochastic basis on the fly. We also generalize the dynamically bi-orthogonal formulation for a system of SPDEs and propose an effective parallel algorithm for DyBO. The parallel implementation is important for industrial-scale applications.
Our complexity analysis gives a detailed comparison between the complexity of our DyBO method and that of gPC. Our analysis shows that the ratio between the complexity of DyBO and that of gPC is of order O(m/N (m/N p ) 3 . Thus the ratio of complexities between DyBO and gPC is roughly of order O((m/N p ) 3 ). This has been confirmed by our numerical experiments. Our complexity analysis also indicates that DyBO consumes less memory compared with gPC. The ratio of memory consumptions between DyBO and gPC is of order O(m/N p ).
The ability to add or remove modes dynamically is crucial for the successful applications of our DyBO method to more challenging SPDEs. The adaptive strategy that we develop in this paper is based on solving both DyBO and gPC solutions with the same initial condition for a short time. We then extract the dominating spatial and stochastic modes by performing KL expansion on the difference of the two solutions. By adding these dominant modes back to the DyBO formulation, we recapture previously unresolved dynamics and maintain the accuracy of our method as these unresolved components become important later in time. We have applied this adaptive strategy to solve the 1D stochastic Burgers equation, the 2D incompressible Navier-Stokes equation and the Boussinesq approximation with Brownian motion forcing. Our numerical results indicate that the adaptive strategy indeed works quite effectively. The adaptive method gives the results that are almost indistinguishable from those obtained by using a large m from the beginning. Further, we demonstrate the convergence of our method as the number of modes increases. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a brief overview of the DyBO formulation. We perform the computational complexity analysis of our DyBO method in gPC version in Section 3, and compare the complexity of DyBO with that of gPC. A parallel strategy is also proposed. In Section 4 a local error analysis between DyBO method and gPC method is conducted and an adaptivity strategy in changing the number of the spatial and stochastic basis is proposed. We generalize the DyBO formulation for a system of time-dependent SPDEs in Section 5. Several numerical examples are provided in Section 6 to demonstrate these ideas. Finally, some conclusion remarks will be made in Section 7.
Overview of the DyBO formulation for SPDEs
In order to set up notations for discussion and ease readers for further reading, we give a brief overview of the DyBO formulation in this section. Further details can be found in part I of this paper [9] . Consider the following time-dependent SPDE:
where L is a differential operator that may contain random coefficients and/or stochastic forces and B is a linear differential operator. The randomnesses may also enter the system through initial u 0 and/or boundary conditions B.
We assume the stochastic solution u(x, t, ω) of the system (1) is a second-order stochastic process at each fixed time t > 0, i.e., u(·, t, ·) ∈ L 2 (D × Ω). We consider the following truncated KL expansion,
where
Define an anti-symmetrization operator Q : R k×k → R k×k and a partial anti-symmetrization operatorQ : R k×k → R k×k as follows:
where A ∈ R k×k and diag(A) is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are equal to those of matrix A. By enforcing the bi-orthogonal condition via Q andQ and a compatibility condition, we obtain the DyBO formulation for the SPDE (1)
and the m-by-m matrices C and D can be solved uniquely from the following linear system,
where the matrix
The first two equations in the DyBO formulation (3) are time-dependent deterministic PDEs for the mean solutionū and the spatial basis function U and they are coupled to the third equation, a system of stochastic ODEs for the stochastic basis function Y. Various spatial discretization schemes, such as finite difference schemes or spectral methods, along with ODE solvers, such as the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method can be used to solve the first two deterministic PDEs. For the numerical simulations of the stochastic ODEs (3c), three representations of the stochastic modes Y have been proposed in the first part of the paper [9] , leading to three variants of DyBO method, i.e., DyBO-MC, DyBO-gSC and DyBO-gPC. In this paper, we primarily focus on DyBO-gPC methods, although similar arguments can also be applied to DyBO-MC and DyBO-gSC.
The Cameron-Martin theorem [5] implies the stochastic modes Y i (ω, t)'s in the KL expansion (2) can be approximated by the linear combination of polynomial chaos, i.e.,
or in a matrix form, if we write H (ξ) = (H α (ξ)) α∈J as a row vector,
where A ∈ R Np×m and N p is the number of polynomial basis functions. The expansion (2) now reads
We can derive equations forū, U and A, instead ofū, U and Y. In other words, the stochastic modes Y are identified with a matrix A ∈ R Np×m , which leads to the DyBO-gPC formulation of SPDE (1),
where C(t) and D(t) can be solved from the linear system (4) with
By solving the system (7), we have an approximate solution to SPDE (1)
The orthonormal property of Y implies that the columns of A are orthonormal, i.e., A T A = I ∈ R m×m . We would like to point out that AA T ∈ R Np×Np in general is not an identity matrix as m N p if the SPDE solution has a low-dimensional or sparse structure.
Computational Complexity Analysis
As we discussed in the previous sections, the DyBO method explores the low-dimensional structure of the stochastic solutions of time-dependent SPDE and represents the solution in the most compact form in the L 2 sense. The DyBO method not only offers savings in memory consumption, but also reduces the computational cost since we have much fewer entries to update in each step time compared to gPC methods. In this section, the storage complexity and the computational cost between the DyBO-gPC method and the gPC method will be analysed and compared. We provide the analysis for a typical scenario, i.e., the quadratic nonlinear PDE driven by stochastic forces. Examples of this type of SPDEs include the stochastic Burgers equation and the stochastic Naiver-Stokes equation. In Section 6, numerical examples will be provided to confirm the complexity analysis.
To make the discussion concrete, we assume throughout this section that the randomness is given in terms of r independent random variables ξ i (ω) of the same distribution ρ(·), and the set of polynomial chaos basis H has N p elements, i.e., the cardinality of multi-index set |J| = N p . Furthermore, N h grid nodes are used along each direction of the hyper-cube D ∈ R d , which results in a spatial grid of total N d h nodes. Such discretizations generally lead to large systems for both gSC and gPC. As a reminder, we have assumed throughout this paper that the solutions of SPDEs under consideration enjoy low-dimensional structures, i.e., m N p .
Storage Complexity
Consider the gPC expansion of the stochastic solution, i.e.,
where V(x, t) = (v α (x, t)) α∈J is a row vector of length N p . It is easy to derive the gPC formulation of the SPDE (1),
From the above gPC formulation (10), it is clear thatv and V have to be updated in each time iteration. Thus, the storage cost of the gPC solution is proportional
On the other hand, the meanū(x, t), the spatial modes U(x, t) = (u 1 (x, t), u 2 (x, t), · · · , u m (x, t)) and the stochastic modes A(t) ∈ R Np×m in the DyBO-gPC formulation (7) are updated every time iteration, which implies the memory consumption is proportional
Here we have ignored the storage cost of axillary matrices in the DyBO formulation, i.e., matrices C, D and G * ∈ R m×m , which are just O m 2 . The above discussion regarding the storage complexity is summarized in Table 1 . Typically, the number of spatial grid nodes is much larger than the number of polynomial basis, i.e., N 
Method Variables to update Storage Complexity
Reduction gPC (10) 
Computational costs for the quadratic nonlinear PDE driven by stochastic forces
We next consider the computational complexity in terms of computational time. Unlike the analysis of the storage complexity in the previous section, the analysis of computational time requires knowing the specific form of the stochastic differential operator L. Here, we consider a typical scenario, i.e., the quadratic nonlinear PDE driven by stochastic forces, where quadratic nonlinear PDEs are defined as second-order polynomials of the solution u and its partial derivatives of any orders.
As has been shown in the first part of our paper [9] , the DyBO-gPC formulation is a good approximation to the gPC formulation if m is chosen properly. This in turn implies the computational time step sizes used to numerically integrate both systems should be comparable. Thus, to compare the total computational time, we only need to compare the time required to evaluate the right-hand sides if the same explicit ODE solver is adopted for both gPC and DyBO-gPC formulations. Before we consider each case, we make the following two assumptions regarding the computational complexity of the spatial derivatives and the stochastic forces. Assumption 3.1. In our complexity analysis, we assume that the spatial derivative can be computed in linear time and the gPC expansion of stochastic force F can be evaluated in linear time.
Under Assumption 3.1, any quadratic nonlinear PDE driven by stochastic forces is equivalent to the following SPDE in regard to computational cost
whereL is a deterministic linear differential operator. We first consider the computational complexity of the gPC formulation (10) . With the gPC expansion of the solution v =v + VH T , simple calculations give the gPC formulation for SPDE (11)
where the third-order tensor
The computational cost of some typical terms on the right hand sides of (12) is listed in Table 2 . Note that the third-order tensor 
where the third-order m-by-m-by-m tensor
, and matrices C and D can be solved from the linear system (4) with
Please note that the Einstein summation convention is implicitly assumed and the matrix-tensor product should be computed in a recursive way, i.e.,
. It is not difficult to find out such products can be computed in order of O mN
The computational costs of some typical terms on the right hand side of the DyBO-gPC formulation (13) are given in Table 3 : The computational costs of the DyBO-gPC formulation.
In light of the above discussions, the ratio of the computational costs between DyBO-gPC and gPC for the quadratic nonlinear PDE driven by stochastic force is
where the exponents α = 3 and β = 3. In Section 6.2, we will numerically verify these two exponents for the Navier Stokes equation driven by stochastic forces.
Remark 3.1. If the distribution of ξ i 's is Gaussian, the tensor T (H) can be quite sparse, i.e., a few non-zero entries out of total N
Parallel computation strategy
Nowadays, parallelization almost becomes an indispensable tool for successful numerical simulations of PDEs in industrial applications. Although the proposed DyBO methods have explored the inherent sparsity within SPDEs themselves, further computational reductions by parallelization are still necessary, especially for spatially three-dimensional SPDEs with multiple physical components. Based on the computational complexity analysis in the previous section, we propose a parallelization strategy based on domain decomposition for the quadratic nonlinear PDE driven by a stochastic force. Specifically, the computation costs of the third-order tensor T U , term A, B and C, dominate others and bear prohibitive costs of O m 3 N d h . Without resorting to other fancy parallelization techniques, the definitions of these terms actually suggest a simple strategy. We explain this in details for the computation of the third-order tensor T (U) while the same strategy applies to other three terms similarly.
Suppose the whole spatial domain D is partitioned to
where T (U,q) is the portion of T (U) on the q'th subdomain. Assume Q processors or computational nodes are available and the q'th processor is assigned to the subdomain D q . On the q'th processor, only the solutions constrained to the subdomain D q , i.e.,ū| Di and U| Di , are stored in in-core memory. Thus, each process can compute its own portion of the thirdorder tensor T (U,q) via Eq. (3.3). The result on each subdomain will be combined at the end to get T (U) . The partition of domain may be problem-dependent. Numerical examples that confirm the speedup of the parallel computation strategy will be given in Section 6
Adaptive DyBO Algorithms
So far, we assume that the number of the spatial and stochastic basis pairs, {u i , Y i }'s, in the DyBO formulation is fixed to some integer m, which determines the number of functions U and the size of matrix A. Fixing m for all times is not a good strategy for practical applications. For example, some spatial and stochastic basis pairs may become negligibly small as the system evolves. Keeping such pairs in computation not only wastes computational resource and increases computational time, but may also bring in unexpected numerical instability since extremely small spatial modes may lead to ill-condition of the evolution system. On the other hand, some previously neglected mode pairs may become important later on. Ignoring them may introduce O(1) numerical errors. Therefore, developing an adaptive strategy to add or remove mode pairs dynamically is important for the success of DyBO method. In this section, we propose an adaptive strategy to remove and add basis pairs on the fly for the DyBO-gPC formulation (7).
Type-KL error analysis
Our adaptive strategy is based on the analysis of a special type of error, which we call Type-KL error and is defined as follows¯
where v =v + VH T is the gPC solution defined in (10) . Simple calculations give
where Eq. (7b) (7c) and Eq. (4c) are used.
The adaptive algorithm
The strategy to remove modes is simple. Since the stochastic basis Y is orthonormal, i.e., E Y 2 i = 1, we only need to check the norm of u i (x, t) to evaluate the importance of the mode pair (u i , Y i ). At the end of each time step, we compute λ i = u i 2 and drop the ith pair {u i , Y i } if λ i < ηλ max , where η ∈ (0, 1) is a pre-selected threshold and λ max = max i=1,2,··· ,m λ i .
The situation to add mode pairs is more involved. Essentially, we want an algorithm to know when and what to add without sacrificing too much computational efficiency. A naive approach would be adding some spatial and stochastic mode pair if the smallest eigenvalue rises above some threshold, i.e., λ min > ηλ max . An immediate question is what spatial function and random variable should be used as the initial conditions for the new spatial mode u m+1 (x, t) and the stochastic mode Ha m+1 (t) with a m+1 (t) ∈ R Np×1 at some time t = s. What's more, the newly added mode pair may remain small and be removed later, which may happen repeatedly and should be avoided. In other words, we should estimate the growth rate of the largest unresolved eigenvalue, i.e.,
and check if it may potentially grow above the threshold, i.e.,
∆T ≥ √ ηλ max after some finite time interval ∆T . It turns out that these two questions are related. The basis idea for adding mode pairs is to start from the same initial condition, evolve the SPDE system by gPC and DyBO-gPC methods for a short time ∆s, respectively. We use the solution discrepancy at final time to estimate the growth rate of unresolved eigenvalues. If the growth rate is above certain threshold, we will use the dominant mode pair as the initial conditions for the new spatial and stochastic modes. This heuristic conjecture can be made more rigorous by looking at the type-KL errors that we discussed in the previous subsection.
Suppose at time t = s, the DyBO-gPC solution
remains a good approximation to the gPC solution, i.e.,
However, as the system continues to evolve for a short time, discrepancy between these two solutions arises and cannot be ignored any more. We should enrich the DyBO-gPC basis to capture this discrepancy, otherwise the type-KL error will accumulate significantly and affect the accuracy of the DyBO-gPC solution. Specifically, we can add one pair of spatial mode λ m+1 (t)ǔ m+1 (x, t) and stochastic modes H(ξ(ω))a m+1 (t) to compensate such discrepancy, i.e., at time t = s,
Both λ m+1 (t)ǔ m+1 (x, t) and H(ξ(ω))a m+1 (t) are unknown at this moment t = s and will be derived later. After including the unresolved (m + 1)'th basis pair, the type-KL error is given by Eq. (17b). Now let's estimate both sides at time
where we have used orthogonality of A(s) and a m+1 (s) in the first equality. This simply implies that the second term D on the right hand side of Eq. (17b) is zero at time t = s. Similar calculations reveal the third term on the right hand side is also zero as λ m+1 → 0, i.e.,
Therefore, only the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (17b) really contributes, which can be approximated to the first-order accuracy O(∆s) as follows,
Because u| t=s → v| t=s as λ m+1 → 0,
The last component of the above equality is
Now we calculate the last component on the left hand side of Eq. (17b), i.e.,
∂t (x, s, ξ). As λ m+1 → 0, we have Combining the above discussion, we have the following equality from Eq. (17),
Now consider the KL expansion of the solution discrepancy at time t = s + ∆s, i.e.,
where θ 1 , w 1 (x) and Hb 1 are the largest eigenvalue, normalized spatial and stochastic basis, respectively. The above equality implies that the growth rate of the largest unresolved eigenvalue λ m+1 can be estimated from the largest eigenvalue of ∆ u. What's more, a sensible choice of initial conditions for the newly added basis pair u m+1 (x, s) and a m+1 (s) would be the largest spatial and stochastic mode of ∆ u(x, s + ∆s, ξ), i.e., √ θ 1 w 1 (x) and Hb 1 . This strategy involves computation of gPC solutions for a short time ∆s, which can be expensive. Instead of invoking such strategy every time step, we invoke such procedure every duration ∆T , ∆T ∆s. See Fig. 1 for illustrations. We remark that a similar strategy of removing and adding spatial and stochastic basis pairs may be developed for DyBO-gSC and DyBO-MC. The adaptive algorithm can be generalized to add more than one pair of spatial and stochastic basis at a time. The corresponding spatial and stochastic basis pairs can be obtained from the KL expansion of ∆ u(x, t, ξ) in (24) . Moreover, we note that the new spatial basis u m+1 and new stochastic basis Ha m+11 (t) may not be perfectly orthogonal to other basis U(x, t) and HA at time t = s. Due to the bi-orthogonality-preserving property of the DyBO method (see Theorem 3.1 in [9] ), such deviation from the bi-orthogonality will not be amplified.
Generalization of the DyBO method to a SPDE System
In addition to computational complexity analysis and adaptivity in changing basis number, the generalizations of the DyBO method will be another focus of this paper. In this section, we will discuss the generalization of the DyBO formulation for SPDE systems.
Many applications involve multiple physical fields, or physical components, for instance, the standard three-dimensional incompressible Naiver-Stokes equations involve four physical components, three velocity components along x-, y-, z-axis and pressure. When compressibility cannot be ignored, e.g., in aerodynamic [1] , two additional components, typically density and temperature fields, get involved. Therefore, generalizing the DyBO method for a system of time-dependent SPDEs is important and necessary. More precisely, we consider a system of time-dependent SPDEs as follows:
where each L l is a stochastic differential operator acting on the physical components u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u N and N is the total number of physical components. To simplify the notation, we omit the boundary condition and initial condition for each component. When no ambiguity arises, we simply use shorthand notation
Unlike a single SPDE, randomness in (25) introduced through initial conditions, boundary conditions, stochastic forcing terms propagates not only in space and time, but also among different physical components. Randomness introduced by one physical component may affect other components. In general, different physical components may have different stochastic properties. Thus, using a common basis, such as the orthonormal polynomial basis, may not be the most efficient way to represent the solution of a stochastic system. The most compact representations in L 2 sense are the KL expansions of each physical component, which is our starting point to derive the DyBO formulation for the SPDE system (25) .
Consider the m l -term truncated KL expansion of the l'th physical component u l (x, t, ω),
where U l is a row vector of functions of spatial coordinate x and temporal coordinate t,
and Y l is a row vector of random variables,
With these preparations, we are now ready to derive our DyBO method for a system of SPDEs. We follow the steps in the derivation of DyBO method for a single SPDE (see Section 2 of [9] ) by substituting the expansion (26) into the system (25) and using anti-symmetrization operators Q andQ to enforce the bi-orthogonality of the spatial and stochastic modes U l and Y l of each physical component u l . After projecting the growth rate of the spatial and stochastic modes ∂U l ∂t and dY l dt onto themselves, we arrive at the generalized DyBO formulation for SPDE system (25) (see Cheng's thesis [8] for details).
where l = 1, 2, · · · , N and u = { u 1 , ..., u N }. The matrices C l 's and D l 's can be solved from linear systems
with
The boundary conditions and initial conditions for each physical components can be obtained correspondingly. We assume the randomnesses of the SPDE system follows the same distribution, then we can derive the DyBO-gPC formulation for the SPDE system.
For DyBO-gPC, the stochastic modes Y l are presented in the form of gPC expansions, i.e., Y l (ω, t) = H (ξ(ω)) A l , where A l ∈ R Np×m l . The DyBO-gPC formulation for each component is given by
where C l (t) and D l (t) can be solved from
Various theoretical results of the DyBO formulation for single SPDE, such as the preservation of biorthogonality and error analysis can be generalized to the DyBO formulation for a SPDE system. The strategies proposed for a single SPDE such as eigenvalues crossings and adding or removing basis pairs can also be generalized to a system of SPDE. Similar results can be obtained for the DyBO-gSC version and DyBO-MC version. More details about the numerical implementation will be given in the next section.
Numerical Examples
Previous sections highlight the analytical aspects of the DyBO formulation and algorithm, this section demonstrates its success by several numerical examples, each of which emphasizes and verifies some of analytical results in the previous sections. In the first example, a SPDE driven purely by stochastic forces is considered, which shows the necessity of adaptivity in the DyBO method. More involved numerical examples, such as spatially two-dimensional SPDE and/or a system of SPDEs, which require adaptivity, parallelization strategy and other numerical techniques, will also be reported in this section.
SPDE Purely Driven by Stochastic Forces
In the first numerical example, we consider the SPDE driven purely by a stochastic force f , i.e.,
where ξ = (ξ 1 , ξ 2 , · · · , ξ r ) are independent standard Gaussian random variables, i.e., ξ i ∼ N (0, 1). A similar example has been used in the first part of the paper [9] for eigenvalue crossing. Here we consider a different stochastic force f to test the adaptive strategy proposed in Section 4. To construct such force, we consider an exact solution given in the following form,
where V (t) is a diagonal matrix. By differentiation, we can get the corresponding stochastic force
By substituting the above equalities into DyBO-gPC system (7), we arrive at the DyBO-gPC formulation for SPDE (31)
and
We consider a small system m = 3 and use the following settings,
where b V = 2.0, b Z = 2.0, P V and P Z are two orthonormal matrices generated randomly at the beginning, and
To simulate the scenario where adding and removing mode pairs are necessary, we consider the following eigenvalues
where λ 3 becomes very small ∼ 10 −8 near t = 0.25. See Fig. 2 . We use this example to test the effectiveness of our first adaptive method based on the type-KL error analysis. When the adaptive strategy for adding mode pairs is invoked, it is crucial to know the growth rate of the largest unresolved eigenvalue and avoid adding such mode pair if it continues to be small in the near future ∆T . This is accomplished by computing solutions by DyBO and gPC for a short time ∆s and estimating the growth rate
from the difference of the two solutions.
In Fig. 3 , we verify the accuracy of such estimates, where the third mode pair is intentionally dropped at t = 0.2 when it becomes small (∼ 10 −3 ) and never put back in the remaining computation. The solid line is the exact growth rate of the largest unresolved eigenvalue, i.e.,
dt , while the dotted line is the estimate. In computations, we actually use different short time duration ∆s = 8δt, 4δt, 2δt, δt to verify the convergence of such estimate. However, all of theses estimates cluster together and cannot be distinguished from the figure. As we can see from Fig. 3 , such estimates are very accurate when the largest unresolved eigenvalue is indeed small and become less accurate when the largest unresolved eigenvalue is not so small compared to the resolved ones.
In Fig. 4 , we consider the effect of the invoking frequency for adding mode pairs, i.e., 1 ∆T . If no mode pair is added, the relative error of STD at t = 1.0 is about 26%. When the adaptive algorithm is incorporated, the error can be brought down to ≤ 1.5% depending on the invoking frequency. The threshold η in the adaptive algorithm is taken to be 10 −4 and √ η = 10 −2 , so we see such difference is relatively marginal. We will continue to demonstrate the effectiveness of the adaptive algorithm in more involved numerical examples in the following subsections.
2D Stochastic Flow
As a model to test numerically the proposed DyBO formulation for a spatially two-dimensional nonlinear SPDE, we consider the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations driven by stochastic forces. Specifically, we 
We assume the randomness is given in terms of r independent standard Gaussian random variables, ξ = (ξ 1 , ξ 2 , · · · , ξ r ), and the initial vorticity is deterministic, i.e., w(x, y, 0, ξ) =ẘ(x, y). That is to say, the randomness is injected into the system only through the stochastic force f = (f 1 , f 2 ). In the following numerical example, we choose ν = 2.0 × 10 −4 and adopt the initial vorticity field used in [14, 22] ,
, where I(x) = 1 + δ 2 (cos(4πx) − 1) and the constant is taken such that Dẘ dx dy = 0. δ 1 = 0.025 and δ 2 = 0.3, so the initial vorticity concentrates in a narrow band along y = 0.5 as shown in Fig. 5b , which models a perturbed flat vortex sheet in the limit that δ 1 → 0. For the driving stochastic force f , we consider an approximated version of Brownian force f = (σ 1 (x, y)B 1 (t), σ 2 (x, y)B 2 (t)) (see [8, 9, 22, 14] for the details of the construction)
The functions σ 1 and σ 2 are chosen such that ∂σ 1 ∂y = 0.3π cos (2πx) cos (2πy) , ∂σ 2 ∂x = 0.3π sin (2πx) sin (2πy) .
The derivations of gPC or DyBO-gPC formulations of SNSE is standard. By considering the gPC expansion w =w + WH
T , we can derive the gPC formulation of SNSE (35),
where D (·,·) (·) is a generalized material derivative defined as follows. For a scalar or row-vector field θ under scalar or row-vector velocity field u and v, 
where u and v can be row vectors of the same length and the right hand side is understood in the usual sense of vector-vector multiplications or scalar-vector multiplications. The DyBO-gPC formulation of SNSE (35) can be obtained by considering the m-term truncated KL expansion w =w + WA T H T , see Appendix A for more details about its derivation.
where matrices C w and D w can be solved from the linear system (4) from G * w ,
For notation compactness, the spatial basis W in DyBO-gPC formulation should not be confused with the notation in gPC formulation (39). Both the gPC system and DyBO-gPC systems are numerically solved by the fourth-order RK method with time step ∆t = 10 −3 on a 128 × 128 spatial grid. The pseudo-spectral method with the 36-dealiasing rule [15, 16] is used to compute spatial derivatives. Various numerical results are presented in the following.
Verification of Complexity Analysis. Clearly, SNSE (35) is a quadratic nonlinear PDE driven by stochastic forces, so the computational complexity analysis in Section 3 is applicable. Before presenting computational results, we first verify the complexity analysis, i.e., Eq. (15) . To this end, we record the wall time of a single time step when the gPC system (39) or the DyBO-gPC system (41) is numerically integrated by the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. For N p = 80, 100, 120 and m = 4, 8, 12, 16, the computational times are summarized in Table 4 . To improve the accuracy of recorded wall times, we actually compute the average wall time of 10 time iterations.
In Table 4 , the exponents α and β in Eq. (15) can see from the fourth column of the table, the computational time is relatively small when m = 4. In this case, the dominant terms in our previous analysis may not truly dominate other terms and some inevitable programming overheads, such as memory allocations and function calling overheads, may kick in. In Fig. 6 accompanying Table 4 , the computational times corresponding to m = 8, 12, 16 align nicely into a straight line for each N p = 80, 100, 120, respectively, but the computational times corresponding to m = 4 drift up. If we remove these points from our fitting, the linear regression estimate of the exponent α in Eq. (15) would be approximately equal to 2.73, close to the theoretically predicated value 3.
As we mentioned in Remark 3.1, T (H) is very sparse when Hermite polynomials are used for Gaussian random variables. In Table 4 , we also report the wall times of gPC in the second and third columns, respectively, depending on whether such sparsity is explored or not in the numerical implementation of gPC methods. Clearly, the computational cost is significantly smaller if such sparsity is considered. However, we may not have such luxury for arbitrary non-Gaussian random variables, i.e., general distributions. In the last two rows of Table 4 , the exponent β is estimated by linear regression, respectively, when sparsity is explored or not. The last row gives ∼ 2.9 for the exponent β confirming our analysis in Eq. (15 Numerical Errors of DyBO-gPC. The number of polynomial basis functions H α grows exponentially fast as the number of random variables r and the total order p increase. The scheme of sparse truncation proposed in Luo's thesis [22] (see also [14] ) proves to be a relatively effective method to alleviate the situation. In the following computation, we follow this scheme and choose a multi-index set J obtained from a sparse truncation of the multi-index set J In the same figure, we also report the relative errors as functions of time when the adaptive strategy of adding and/or removing basis pairs is enacted. Two numerical examples are provided: one starts with four basis pairs, i.e., m 0 = 4 and the other starts with six basis pairs, i.e., m 0 = 6. In Fig. 9c , the number of basis pairs in the DyBO-gPC method is plotted against time t. Because of the special form of the stochastic force f considered in this numerical example, the randomness is only introduced through low-order gPC coefficients and then spread to the mean and other high-order gPC coefficients. At the beginning of the evolution of the stochastic flow, the randomness is not strong and the adaptive algorithm finds no need to add new basis pairs before time t = 0.35. As the system evolves, the randomnesses get strong through interactions among different basis pairs and the adaptive algorithm automatically adds more basis pairs when necessary.
Avoiding Selection of Multi-index Set J. The gPC method suffers greatly from the curse of dimensionality. In the above numerical example, we use low-order (≤ 3) polynomials and also the sparse truncation technique to further reduce the size of multi-index set J, which still results in a set of 130 polynomials. It takes more than 8 hour of wall time to numerically integrate the gPC system from t = 0.0 to t = 1.0. Adaptive gPC methods try to include only the most important gPC coefficients w α in the computation, i.e., a selection of multi-index set J.
In Fig. 10a , we plot the energy spectrum of the gPC solution at t = 1.0, i.e., the L 2 norm of the gPC coefficient w α , which does not decay monotonically. Index J is a multi-index set, so we do not have sufficient information and a good strategy, prior to the computation, to sort J and select the most important ones.
On the other hand, our DyBO method tracks the KL expansion of the true solution and automatically includes only the most important ones. Furthermore, the KL expansion is known to provide the most compact representation of a second-order stochastic process, so the energy spectrum of the DyBO solution, i.e., the L 2 norm of the DyBO-gPC coefficient w i , i = 1, 2, ..., m, has a faster decay rate even compared to the sorted energy spectrum of gPC solution (see Fig. 10b ). This difference in the decay rate implies that our method leads to a smaller system to solve, leading to less computational cost.
To further illustrate and understand the benefits of the DyBO method, we consider a little "stronger" stochastic force
With this stochastic force, the sorted energy spectrum of both gPC and DyBO solutions along with the square roots of eigenvalues are plotted in Fig. 11a . Clearly, the energy spectrum of DyBO decays much faster than that of gPC.
Once the gPC coefficients w α 's are sorted in the descending order in L 2 norm, we can use the first several gPC coefficients, i.e., the most important ones, to compute a solution and compare with the exact one. The relative errors of STD computed by this procedure are plotted in Fig. 11b against the number of gPC coefficients.
At the first glance, this procedure may seem effective. But we would like to point out that the multiindices α's corresponding to the most important gPC coefficients are in general not known prior to the beginning of computations. What's more, such set of multi-indices may change with respect to time t, making the selection of an effective multi-index set J even harder. Moreover, the less important gPC coefficients excluded from the gPC system may induce additional errors when we solve the system which only includes the most important ones. In fact, we observe that the solution obtained by this procedure is less accurate than that by our DyBO method with the same number of basis pairs, as shown in Fig. 11b . With only 8 basis pairs, our DyBO method achieves the same accuracy (∼ 0.5%) as that by gPC method with 60 gPC coefficients. By using Table 4 , we can estimate speedup in this case. When the sparsity of tensor T H is not exploited in the numerical implementation of gPC, the speedup is ∼ 200X (327.8sec v.s. 1.6567sec per time iteration). When the sparsity is exploited (see Remark 3.1 in Section 3.2), the speedup is ∼ 6X (10.628sec v.s. 1.6567sec per time iteration). Fig. 11a also confirms numerically that our DyBO method can accurately recover the eigenvalues in the KL expansion.
Looking into the stochastic basis Y = HA reveals the origin of the fast error decay in our DyBOgPC method. In Fig. 12 , we plot the stochastic basis computed by DyBO in the second figure and ones recovered from the gPC solution in the third figure, respectively. Clearly, each stochastic basis Y i is a linear combination of several, possibly many, gPC basis. Therefore, unlike gPC methods, where the stochastic basis H is fixed and does not change with time, the DyBO method aggregates the polynomial basis and forms a more efficient stochastic basis Y. Moreover, this set of stochastic basis is automatically adapted in time.
2D Stochastic Flow Driven by Buoyance Force
As a model to test numerically the generalized DyBO formulation for a system of time-dependent SPDEs, we consider the Navier-Stokes equations whose velocity components are driven by both stochastic forces and buoyancy forces due to small density difference induced by temperature variations. Specifically, we consider the stochastic flow in an unite square, i. The gravity is downward parallel to y-axis and periodic boundary conditions are assumed on both x and y directions. On the right, the initial temperature field is plotted, while the initial vorticity is uniformly zero.
The temperature field is not spatially uniform and causes variations of the density field. Such variations are small because we assume the thermal expansion coefficient is very small. The induced buoyancy force may drive the flow motion in addition to external stochastic forces. Here, we adopt the Boussinesq approximation to model such buoyancy force. The governing SPDE of such stochastic flow in Fig. 13a is the Stochastic Navier-Stokes equations (SNSE)
where the viscosity ν = 2.0 × 10 −4 and the thermal diffusivity κ = 2.0 × 10 −4 . θ is temperature field, u = (u, v) is the velocity field, p is the pressure, f = (f 1 , f 2 ) is the zero-mean stochastic force vector and F = (0, µgθ) is the buoyancy force, where µ is the thermal expansion coefficient, g is the gravity of Earth and scaled gravity µg = 11.31 (see [7] for more details).
At the first glance, this numerical example is similar to the one in Section 6.2 except introducing the additional temperature field and gravity effect. However, the stochastic flow is very different from the one considered previously for the following reason. We see that the buoyancy force depends on the gradient of temperature field and is actually a stochastic force. In other words, the stochastic flow considered in this section is driven by two kinds of stochastic forces: one "external" stochastic force injecting randomness from the ambient environment into the unit square and one "internal" stochastic force feeding randomness back to the system, from temperature component to vertical velocity component. Such stochastic flow provides a severe test model for our generalized DyBO methods.
Like the previous numerical example, it is convenient to consider the vorticity-stream function formulation in the standard form defined in the system of SPDEs (25) ,
Both the gPC system and the DyBO-gPC system are numerically integrated by the fourth-order RK method with a time step ∆t = 10 −3 . Unlike the stochastic flow only driven by the stochastic force in the previous numerical example, we found by numerical experiments a higher-resolution spatial grid is necessary to resolve some fine structures. Thus, we use 256 × 256 spatial grid in the numerical simulations. Computations on higher resolution grid, 512 × 512, are also performed for the gPC method to make sure that the solution is indeed well-resolved. The pseudo-spectral method with the 36-dealiasing rule [15, 16] is used to compute spatial derivatives. For the DyBO method, the gPC solution at ∆T 0 = 0.2 are used as initial conditions. Different values of ∆T 0 , such as 0.1 and 0.15, have also been used and no significant differences have been found. Here, we use the sparse truncation technique and choose the multi-index set
Both initial vorticity and temperature field are assumed to be deterministic. In this example, we are primarily interested in the combined effect of stochastic force f and the stochastic buoyancy force, so the vorticity is assumed to be zero initially. We adopt the initial temperature field from [7] ,
where πx . In Fig. 13b , the initial temperature fieldθ is plotted. In the first numerical example, we choose basis number vector m = (7, 8) . In Fig. 14 , STD fields of vorticity and temperature are plotted at time t = 1.0 with the results by DyBO in the left column and ones by gPC in the right column. We also compare the spatial basis of vorticity and temperature, W and θ, given by DyBO and gPC at time t = 1.0, respectively (not shown here, see [8] ). These results confirm that the solutions given by DyBO are not only a good approximation to the solution given by gPC, but also track directly the KL expansion of the SPDE solution.
To further study the numerical convergence of our DyBO method, we choose another two basis number vectors, m = (3, 4) and m = (9, 10), and repeat the DyBO computation. The relative errors of vorticity and temperature STD fields as functions of time are plotted in Fig. 15a and Fig. 15b , respectively. When the basis number vector is increased from m = (3, 4) to m = (9, 10), the relative error of STD is brought down from 11.9% to 1.8% for vorticity and from 10.7% to 1.8% for temperature, respectively.
In the above numerical simulation, we have intentionally chosen m W = m θ + 1 due to the fact that the vorticity is more singular than the temperature in general and requires more modes to resolve the stochastic solution accurately. However, in general, the specific number of modes required in numerical simulations would be problem dependent. Furthermore, when the adaptive strategy developed in Sec. 4 is incorporated, such guess of mode numbers is eliminated. The number of modes for both components will adjust automatically on the fly as demonstrated in the next numerical example. Initially, the basis number vector is chosen as m 0 = (5, 6). As we can see in the top two plots in Fig. 15 , good accuracy is preserved as basis pairs are automatically added when necessary (see Fig. 15c for the evolution of numbers of vorticity and temperature basis pairs).
The parallelization strategy proposed in Section 3.3 for the quadratic nonlinear PDE driven by a stochastic force is implemented via POSIX multi-threaded programming in C++ and hooked to the main matlab code via matlab external APIs. Since we use FFT in the pseudo-spectral method, a simple domain partition scheme (see Cheng's thesis [8] for details) is adopted for the maximum performance of FFT. The simulations are conducted on the Shared Heterogeneous Cluster (SHC) at Caltech Center for Advanced Computing Research (CACR). Due to the limitations posted by available campus matlab licenses, our simulation is constrained onto a single computing node where total 8 computing cores are available from two AMD Opteron 2390 of 2.5 GHz.
For two spatial grids, 256 × 256 and 512 × 512, the wall times of a single RK iteration steps are recorded and reported in Table 5 for serial computation and parallel computation with 2, 4, 6 and 8 cores, respectively. Speedups of parallel strategies are also reported in the same table. Two mode number vectors m = (7, 8) and m = (19, 20) are used in the computation. Confirming our complexity analysis, the speedup is more significant for larger spatial grid and more mode pairs. For example, the computational time on 8 cores is reduced to 1/6 on 256 × 256 spatial grid compared to that on a single core.
× 256
512 × 512 m = [7, 8] m = [19, 20] Table 5 : Speedups by proposed parallelization strategy for different spatial grids and mode number vectors. Wall times of a single RK time step for different parameters are given in seconds, fourth, sixth and eighth columns. All times are in seconds.
Conclusions
The DyBO method proposed in the first part of our paper [9] exploits the intrinsic data-sparsity of SPDEs, tracks the KL expansion of the stochastic solutions, and provides an efficient numerical method for time-dependent SPDEs. In addition to providing applications for stochastic flow driven by stochastic forces, we also make the following important contributions to this method in this paper:
Computational complexity analysis. Detailed computational complexity analysis has been conducted, which shows a speedup factor of O (m/N p ) 3 over the standard gPC method for a quadratic nonlinear PDE driven by a stochastic force. We have observed considerable speedups in the 2D stochastic flow problem. Furthermore, a simple, yet powerful, parallelization strategy based on domain decomposition of the spatial domain was proposed and its parallel efficiency was numerically verified.
Adaptive strategy for adding and removing mode pairs. Based on the analysis of the type-KL error, a sophisticated strategy has been proposed to adaptively and dynamically add or remove spatial and stochastic mode pairs by using the short-time "burst" of the DyBO-gPC and gPC method. The effectiveness of such strategies have been demonstrated in our numerical examples. We are currently exploring alternative adaptive strategy based on l 1 optimization to avoid the need of computing gPC solution for a short time.. Generalizations to a system of SPDEs. We have generalized the DyBO method for a system of SPDEs and applied it to solve a 2D Boussinesq approximation driven by both stochastic external forces and buoyancy forces. Such generalization potentially provides a way to tackle problems involving both multiscale phenomena and randomnesses. For example, the stochastic solution can be first decomposed into different spatial scales and then the generalized DyBO method can be applied to the system of SPDEs of stochastic solution components on different scales. The DyBO method can also be generalized to track KL expansion of SPDE solution in other Sobolev space, which will be reported in the subsequence paper. From the above expansion of ψ, it is easy to get expansions of u and v, 
